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Florida hotels: This report is for you

In August 2018, Triptease published the first edition of The U.S. Hotel Website Handbook. 
Now, we’re updating it for the Florida market. Keep reading for tailored benchmarks and 
unique insights into how your guests are looking and booking.
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Is your hotel website doing enough?

In this report, we’re diving into the data for hotel websites in the United States. Which guests are they charming? Who are they 
leaving out in the cold? And which states are leading the way when it comes to driving direct bookings? 

At Triptease, we work with thousands of hotels across the globe. This gives us an unparalleled insight into hotel website 
performance and enables cross-country analysis with a statistically significant level of data. We’ve analyzed millions of sessions 
from April to June 2018  in order to bring you actionable insights and eye-opening results. 

From common searching habits to device preferences by region, we’re giving you the information you need to make smart 
decisions about how you tailor your site. We give you our top tips on using the Triptease platform to capitalize on what you learn. 

It’s tough to strike a balance between data-driven decisions and complete data overload. This report gives you a guide to drawing 
real actions out of disparate data sets. For more information about how Triptease helps hotels to continuously improve their 
websites, head to triptease.com/insights.
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Booking behavior by visitor region
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Nationwide Booking behavior by visitor region
Fig. 1 Average Booking Value and Session Conversion Rate of Searchers on U.S. hotel websites, split by Searcher region of origin (Q2 2018) 
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What it shows

Nationwide Booking behavior by visitor region

The Average Booking Value (ABV) and Session Conversion Rate 
associated with Searchers on websites of hotels in the United 
States. These data series are grouped by the region of origin of 
the Searcher, determined by their IP address. 

The data was gathered in the second quarter of 2018, from April 
1st to June 30th. The same period was used for every analysis in 
this report.

Searcher Region Session Conversion Average Booking Value
North America 4.88% US$761.71
Asia-Pacific 3.69% US$1,590.85
Europe, Middle East & Africa 3.14% US$1,508.84
Latin America 2.76% US$1,506.51

Observations
• North American Searchers are converting at the highest rate 

but are booking the lowest-value stays. 

• Searchers from Asia-Pacific are booking the highest-value 
stays and have the second-best conversion rate. 

• Searchers from the EMEA region have a comparable ABV to 
those in APAC, but they’re almost 20% less likely to convert.

Hypotheses
• North American Searchers are more likely to be booking low-value 

overnight and short stays with a less complex decision-making process than 
guests coming for a long leisure stay (hence the higher conversion rate). 

• Searchers from further afield are spending more on travel costs and are 
likely to be booking longer leisure stays than short business trips (hence the 
high booking value for guests from e.g. Asia-Pacific). 

• Inter-continental trips require a longer decision-making cycle than short 
local stays, so a hotel is likely to be one of many under consideration for 
guests coming from abroad (hence relatively low conversion rates).

Recommendations
• Target local North American Searchers with upsell offers and long-stay 

discounts: this group is engaged, but choosing to opt for cheaper stays. 

• Engage overseas Searchers before they leave the booking engine with 
segmented abandonment messaging offering exclusive discount codes.
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Florida Booking behavior by visitor region
Fig. 1(a) Average Booking Value and Session Conversion Rate of Searchers on Florida hotel websites, split by Searcher region of origin (Q2 2018) 
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Searcher Region Session Conversion Average Booking Value
North America 3.43% US$876.47
Asia-Pacific 3.70% US$1,651.47
Europe, Middle East & Africa 2.29% US$1,684.45
Latin America 3.19% US$1,294.16



Booking behavior by visitor region 
Potential Message Porter campaigns for Florida hotels

Example 1: Targeting local traffic 
Audience Visitors from Florida 

Appears on Website homepage on page load 

Offer Free upgrade (when available) for local visitors Example 2: Engaging overseas visitors 
Audience Visitors from China searching  >1 month in advance 
Appears on Booking engine when visitor moves to close tab 

Offer 15% discount

Triptease’s Message Porter allows hoteliers to tailor their website experience to high-value audiences and engage guests 

with dynamic, personalized messaging.
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Nationwide Searcher behavior by device
Fig. 2 Sessions on U.S. hotel websites split by device type and Searcher region of origin (Q2 2018) 
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Nationwide Direct booking behavior by device
Fig. 3 Direct bookings made on U.S. hotel websites split by device type and Searcher region of origin (Q2 2018) 
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Nationwide Conversion rates by device
Fig. 4 Conversion rates on U.S. hotel websites split by device and Searcher region of origin (Q2 2018)
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What it shows

Searching and booking behavior by device

The first two charts show between them the proportion of 
Sessions and Direct Bookings made on U.S. hotel websites on 
desktop, mobile and tablet devices. We have split out Searchers 
(the people browsing these hotel websites) by four major regions 
of origin.  

The third chart visualizes the resultant conversion rate for each 
device type in each region. This conversion rate is for sessions 
with search only, not for full-funnel website sessions.

Observations
• There is no region in which the majority of Searchers or 

bookers are using their mobile on these hotel websites 
(despite global mobile usage overtaking desktop in 2016). 

• There is a significant drop-off between desktop and mobile 
conversion rates for Searchers in all four regions.

Hypotheses
• High-value purchases such as hotel stays (particularly international ones) 

often entail comparative shopping and multiple-tab browsing (airline 
websites, other hotel options, OTAs, etc.). This kind of web usage lends itself 
to desktop rather than mobile. 

• Hotel websites can be difficult to navigate on mobile devices, so may be 
more likely used in the ‘inspiration’ phase of a booking journey than for 
information-gathering and booking further down the line.

Recommendations
• Make it easier for Searchers to find the information they need on a mobile 

device. Go further than simply having a responsive version of your desktop 
site; consider an automated chatbot or price comparison that surfaces 
compelling content quickly and easily. 

• Ask your booking engine how your mobile conversion rate measures up to 
others on the same platform. If lower than average, consider streamlining 
your mobile content for an easier path to purchase for potential guests.

Desktop Mobile Tablet

Searcher 
Region

Proportion of 
Sessions

Proportion of 
Direct Bookings

Conversion 
rate

Proportion of 
Sessions

Proportion of 
Direct Bookings

Conversion 
rate

Proportion of 
Sessions

Proportion of 
Direct Bookings

Conversion 
rate

North America 58% 77% 6.50% 34% 16% 2.39% 9% 7% 3.84%

Asia-Pacific 64% 85% 4.90% 25% 8% 1.22% 11% 7% 2.33%

Europe, Middle 
East & Africa

59% 84% 4.45% 27% 8% 0.89% 14% 9% 2.00%

Latin America 65% 84% 3.55% 27% 9% 0.90% 8% 7% 2.56%



Florida Searcher behavior by device
Fig. 2(a) Sessions on Florida hotel websites split by device type and Searcher region of origin (Q2 2018) 
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Florida Direct booking behavior by device
Fig. 3(a) Direct bookings made on Florida hotel websites split by device type and Searcher region of origin (Q2 2018) 
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Florida Conversion rates by device
Fig. 4(a) Conversion rates on Florida hotel websites split by device and Searcher region of origin (Q2 2018)
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Booking behavior by visitor region 
Optimize the mobile experience with Front Desk and Price Check
Front Desk provides an effortless path to booking with automated live chat on the hotel website and booking engine. 

Price Check shows potential guests that the direct rate is best by displaying live price comparisons with online travel agents (OTAs).

Hotel

Example 1 
Answer frequent FAQs with 
an automated live chat

Example 2 
Perform live rate checks and 
display the results to potential 
guests when you have the best rate
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Booking behavior by hotel state
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Booking behavior by hotel state
Fig. 6 Average Booking Value and Session Conversion Rate of Searchers on hotel websites in 10 states, split by hotel state (Q2 2018) 
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What it shows

Booking behavior by hotel state

Hotel State Average 
Booking Value

Average Length of 
Stay Searched

Session Conversion 
Rate

New York US$1190.82 3.6 4.32%

South Carolina US$947.54 2.6 4.49%

Florida US$925.45 3.4 3.33%

Massachusetts US$895.99 2.3 6.86%

Illinois US$868.59 2.5 5.83%

California US$864.08 2.5 5.48%

Louisiana US$608.16 2.7 5.5%

Nevada US$560.18 2.4 2.91%

Arizona US$551.48 2.1 4.17%

Texas US$538.08 2 7.3%

Observations

The Average Booking Value (ABV) and Session Conversion Rate 
associated with Searchers on hotel websites from 10 U.S. states. 

• Texas hotels experience the lowest ABV but highest conversion rate. 

• Hotels in New York have a high ABV but comparatively low session 
conversion rate (7th out of the 10 states). 

• Nevada has both the lowest conversion rate and third-lowest ABV of 
any of these ten states.

Hypotheses
• As an internationally famous destination, it is likely that New York 

experiences a high volume of speculative browsing. Guests booking 
high-value stays are likely to visit a website multiple times before 
committing to a purchase (hence a low session conversion rate).

Recommendations
• Hotels in Texas could target Searchers with upsells and long-stay 

offers. Searchers are engaged but not booking high-value stays. 

• New York hotels could consider delivering discounts via segmented 
abandonment messaging on the booking engine, to capture high-
value guests before they leave the website.



Booking behavior by hotel state 
Potential Message Porter campaigns

Example 1: Hotels in Texas 
Audience All visitors 

Appears on Basic room types on page load 

Desired action Consider a suite rather than a basic room
Example 2: Hotels in New York 
Audience Visitors searching for 3+ night stays 
Appears on Gallery page when visitor moves to close tab 

Offer Free upgrade when you book direct
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Searching habits by hotel state
Fig. 7 Proportion of hotel website users who search on hotel websites in 10 states, split by hotel state  (Q2 2018) 

Benchmark yourself: How does your hotel website compare?

We can see that the proportion of website users who choose to run a search varies widely between hotel states. Potential guests looking at 

hotels in Illinois are significantly more likely to search than those looking at hotels in Louisiana. A significant drop-off between users 

browsing and searching might suggest that your website is difficult to navigate or that your ‘Check Availability’ button is not prominent 

enough. How does your user search rate compare to that of these 10 states? �23
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Searcher behavior by Searcher city
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Searcher behavior by Searcher city
Fig. 8 Average Length of Stay Searched (ALOS), Session Conversion Rate, and Average Booking Value (ABV) by city of origin of the Searcher  (Q2 2018) 

Los Angeles Searchers 
ABV $781.34 
ALOS 2.3 days 
Conversion rate 4.38%

Las Vegas Searchers 
ABV $421.19 
ALOS 2 days 
Conversion rate 4.29%

Dallas Searchers 
ABV $861.36 
ALOS 2.6 days 
Conversion rate 6.46%

Phoenix Searchers 
ABV $638.93 
ALOS 2.1 days 
Conversion rate 4.17%

Chicago Searchers 
ABV $897.69 
ALOS 2.8 days 
Conversion rate 5.4%

San Francisco Searchers 
ABV $914.05 
ALOS 2.5 days 
Conversion rate 6.7%

Miami Searchers 
ABV $763.86 
ALOS 2.7 days 
Conversion rate 4.29%

Denver Searchers 
ABV $802.18 
ALOS 2.6 days 
Conversion rate 4.96%
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The U.S. hotel website handbook 
Want to hear what Triptease could do for your hotel website?  

Get in touch at triptease.com/contact.
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